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Abstract.
In this paper Kharitonov's theorem for the robust stability'.df kterval
polynomials is proved using the second method of Lyapunov. The Hermi+' matfi is
taken as the matrix of the
form which is used as a Lyapunov f u n c t i i tq prove
B m i B stability. It is shorn that if the four Hermite matrices eorrespqndmg; to the
four Xharitonov extreme pobmomials are positive definite, the Hermitemhtriw of a i y
polynomial of the polynomial family remains positive definite.

,

:

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider an interval polynomial

where

Kharitonov [l] has shown that the polynomial family defined by (1) and (2) is Hurwitz
stable if and only if four extreme polynomiaIs, namely,

are Hunvitz stable.
In [2] it was shown that for 3rd degree, 4th degree and 5th degree polynomials f(s),
the HurGttz stability of f ~ ( s fi(s)
) ; and f&); fi(s) and fi(s) and fs(s) respectively is
necessary and sufficient for the Hurwitz stability of the interval polynomial.
Kharitonov's theorem has merent proofs with the simplest one perhaps being given
in [3], using the value set concept and the Cremer-Leonard-Mic6alovcriterion.
The Hurwitz stability criterion was proved in [4], using the second method of Lyapunov
with the Hermite matrix as the matrix of the quadratic form Lyapunov function. In
[51 a reduced Hermite criterion is derived which makes use of a symmetric matrix of
'Automatic b t t d Laboratory, S w k Federal h t i t u t e of T&mllogy (ETH),8092 Zuddi, Switzerland,
man~oufiaut.etha.ch
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half the dimension of the original Hermite matrix and which we shall use in the sequel.
The idea of the proof of Kharitonov's theorem using Lyapunov's second method is
based on the following: If we assume the positive definiteners of the reduced Hermite
matrix of the four Kharitonov polynomials we have to prove that the reduced Hermite
matrix remains positive definite for any value of tbe parameters in the Kharitonov box.
It is dearly sn%dent to atablish simply that its determinant does not go to zero. We
divide the problem in two parts: We prove the above for fixed even co&dents a d
then for fiwed odd co&dents.
The determinant of the reduced Hermite matrix is determined as a function of the even
or the odd parts of the polynomial, following the line of thought in [6]. The change of
tbe even part or the odd p d of the polynomial inside the box is determined following
a similar agument to that used in the proof of Markov-Cbebychev theorem in [7].
In the following section we discuss two lemmas which are used in section 3 to pmve
Kharitonov's theorem.
2.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

The polynomial f(s) in (1) is partioned into its even and odd park as follows:
I

f (s) =

C.isi

+

= tr(s2) sg(sa)

i=O

The four Kharitonov polynomials are given (in obvious notation) by:

The n x n Hermite matrix P associated with f(s) is giGen by:
( - 1 )

W1

a.-k+l%-;-j+k

+

j 2 i, j i even
j i j
even
j+i

For n = 6 for example,

odd

(9)
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For simplicity and without real loss of generality we shall assume that a, = 1.
The Hermite criterion states that f(s) is Hurwitz stable if and only if P is positive
dehite. Consider the matrices

Then we get the Lyapunov equation

where

d = ...
[ 0an-3 0a,-1]

and xTP*g is the Lyapunov function which p m w the Hurwitz stability of f(s).
The reduced Hermite matrices C and D derived in [5] are submatrices of the Hermite
matrix P obtainable by deleting even-numbered rows and columns from P or deleting
odd-numbered raws and columns respectively.
For n = 6 for example

D=

[

+ asa4
-%a1 + asaz

--a603

-%a1

+ asaz

as@ - a4al

+ a3az

a3a0

a3ao
also

A form of the result in [5] can be stated as follows:
If
ai > 0
i =01,n
then

P>OaC>OaD>O
Jf (with a, = 1)

Ax=

- 0
I

1
0

:

i

0

- -a0

1
0

0

0

-a2

-ar

'..
1
-an-?

then there holds
(JCJ)A~ = A:(JCJ) = -JDJ

-

1
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(where J is as above except for its dimension).
By way of digression we may recall [5j, [8]that
for n even:

det C

for n odd:

det C =

where det Hnel is the n

=:

, det D = ao deb H,-1
&, det H,-I , det D = det H,-1
det H,-1

- 1Hhtz-determinant. H, is given by
.. . .. . .. . ..

0

0

...............

"-.I
a,

It is clear that if C or D > 0 then det
is positive. The quantity det Hn-l determines the critical stability condition. If coefficients of an origiialiy stable system me
perturbed, stability will be lost if det C (or det D) becomes zero.
Without loss of generality we shall consider in the sequel even polynomials.by setting
n = 2m. A similar treatment can be used tor odd n.

Lemma 1 With notation as above,

where cri

det c = (-1)Ug(*;) = (-I)-%-~
and Oj are the roots of h(A) and g(X) respectively.

h(&)

Proof: The proof'follows the same lines as (61. Consider the transfer function

A realisation of (21) is given by

Define a h

C*= JCJ
The observability matrix is given by

D*= JDJ

(20)

~ eg1,e2,
t
...,% be the unit vedors; then it is easily verified that

Therefore,

+

& ( A ~ , E=
~ )all. a3A1+

...+ %-IAY-'

= g(A1)

But

and by (17)
Then it can be seen by inspection that

..

...

But [% AIL
A;"-' G]is clearly a lower triangular matrix with second diagonal
elements equal to one.
Therefore, det C* = ( - l ) v . d e t ST and fmm (25)
det C* = (-1)-

det g(A1)

(27)

From a well known result in matrix theory detg(Al) = ng(ai) where % are the
eigenvalues of A1.
Therefore,
ng(%)
det C = (-1)(28)
where ai are the mots of h(A).
For tbe proof of the second equality of lemma 1, conhider the transfer function.

A realisation of (29) is given by

B
The observability matrix Sz is given by

- g sz=

cTAa

-2

aoaz

= [O
0

- g4' -

0

...

1

::: .'.
0

...

%+

1

= S~(AZ,~)

(31)

h(B) (established below)
Now

SO that
sz(Az,$) = I , Sz(Az,s:) = A,, ...,SZ(AZ,S;+~)= A.Y,
Sa(Az,&) = a01 azAz ...+A;" = h(Az)
(32)
I£ we denote the rn x rn submatrix of Az obtained by deleting the first row and column
by B then the corresponding submatrix of Sz is evidently h(B).
We have
det h(A) = oo det h(B)
(33)
Now it can be easily established by direct calculation that

+

+

D'B = BTD*

(34)

.
1
g A z = -[O f]
an-1
Recalling the construction of Szabove and its submatrix h(B), we see-that

Also

.

.

~

I-f

~f-...~"-*f]
- = a,l

[h(~)]~

(36)

(37)

accordingly

NOW[?;n...B"'-'&I
is aa-lowertriangular matrix with unity elements in the second
-:
diagonal, therefore,

where pj are the roots of $(A). Hence
1
det C = -detD8 = (-l)*a,,nh(pj)
(10

n
The second key result which we need is as follows:
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Lemma 2 With wantitities as defined above
XTC'A = ,(A)- dh(X)
where

AT

- h(X)Td9(X)
...Xm-'1

dX
= [l X

(40)

ProoE It is easily verified that

(41)

+ E and let e tends to zem
h(X + c)g(X)- h(X)g(X + E ) - [h(X + €1 - h(X)Ig(X)+ €1 - g(XI1 h(X)

It is straightforward to show that if we substitute p = X

E

E

==+g(X)-dh(X) - h(X)-d9(X)
dX

dX

Therefore,

3. PROOF OF KHAWTONOV'S THEOREM

We need the following additional lemma:

Lemma 3 Consider the family of polynomials defined by
I

f ( s )=

C

aisi

i=B

and

5 a ~ j +5 Z2j+l
~
the values of iwhee
qlj+~

for

j = 0, 1, ...,m - 1

= (1,Ti). Suppose that C is positive
while a2j is fied at
definite for the four Kharitonov polynomials. Then det C is nonzero for all polynomials
in the family.

...,

-

Proof: Let ai = (-l)?rpi(t)
for i = 1,3,5, n 1
where rpi(t) are monotonically increasing functions and differentiable when t varies from
t = tl to t = ta. Taking t = tl gives g and taking t = ta gives 3. Then

At the roots cri of h(X), which are negative and independent of t, we get

Now from lemma 2 and the stability of the four Kharitonov polynomials
dK(cYi)
?7(ai)>O

di(ai)
>0
and g(%)do;

dai
which means that g(cri) does not change sign as t varies from tl to tn. Then from
lemma 1 det C does not go to zero. Hence C remains positive dehite for all values of
al, as, ...,a,1 in the given range.
H
Now let us return to the family defined by (1) and (2), with the assumption that
the four Kbaritonov polynodals are Hurwitz stable. By lemma 3, if we choose any
g(X) consistent with (2), the matrix C associated with g(X) and either x(X) or b(X)
is positive definite. Now let ai = (-l);(o;(t) i = 0,2,4, ...,n - 2 where ~ ( tare
)
monotonically increasing and differentiable when t varig from t = tl to t = t,. Taking
t = tr gives h and taking t = t2 give %. Then

and at all mots flj of g(X) which are negative we get

Then from lemma 2

which meam that h(Bj) does not change sign as t varies from tl to t,. Then from
lemma 1 det C does not go to zero. Hence C remains positive definite for all values of
ai in the given range for i = 0,1,...,n. Therefore, if C is positive definite for the four
Kharitonov polynomials it remains positive definite for the whole box.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that the positive dehitness of the Hamite matrix for the four Kharitonov
po1ynomiab guarantees its positive definitness for all other values of the codcients
inside the Kharitonov box.
As the Hermite matrix can be used to construct a Lyapunov function to prove Hurwitz
stability, then the above result can be considered as a Lyapunw-Kharitonov link.
Nowhere in our argument have we used the concept of a value set, nor monotony of
the argument of a Hurwitz stable polynomial evaluated on the imaginary axis. This
monotony can actually be easily derived by using a property like that of lemma 2, but
applied to the full size Hermite matrix P, rather than C.
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